Madam Chair,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

This is for Zagros human rights Center an honor, that participates in the 6th session and present to you and UN-Human rights organization some Problem of National and Religious minorities.
There is a question; is there any Opportunity, to stop hater and violence towards the National and religions minorities? The Answer is very simple Dialogue and conversation about the Problem of National and Religious minorities with ruling government in those Countries which they have minorities, is the best settlement.
According to belief of Zagros human rights-Center the UN-human rights Organization in 6th Session has the best Subject about the Problem of the minorities, with other Words the Dialogue and conversation gave the minorities a high feeling and get the positive result of it.
First of all if every ruling government which they have National and religious minorities in their Countries, would be ready for Dialogue, it would remarks that the democracy has been understood and the both Part are able to settle the problem down.
It is not long time, that in the so-called third World Countries, especially those Countries, which have been ruling government that they do not pay attention to the rights of their citizen. So that the minorities had to fight with weapon for their elementary rights against the government. These minorities had been often conquered through the good organized Military. The result was the high suppressing of these minorities.
Now the raise of The Dialogue gives a chance to the minorities, which celebrate the Atmosphere of Point.
Zagros Human Rights Center and other NGO similar democratic Organization believe that the UN-human rights Organization should try to arrange for the Dialogue between the minorities and the Government of those Countries, which are multi-national and multi-religious. She should obligate both Parts to settle the existed Problem with Dialogue. It is clear for most of democratic thinking Personalities and Organization that all those People whom seeking for Excellency are not for Dialogue and do not want to share the Power of ruling the Country with other minorities. The Dialogue make the freeway to obtain the right of human easier. They know the Dialogue is the best way for the rights of minorities. Zagros Human right Center believe, that the Countries have declare to accepte the UN-Recommandation and signe that, should be remind.
The control, overlook and reaction of the UN-Organisation towards the matter of National and Religieuse minorities. It is very important that the UN-Organization to mentioned that those Countries which they are multinational and multi-religieuse.

Thank you